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_1_0.html meh, ive not looked much at the nvidia-settings tool lately. Dr_Willis: well maybe I'm not using it correctly because I
can't seem to find a way to change the screens brightness sacarlson: not sure if there is a way to make a panel to change the

screens brightness directly sacarlson: the laptops have an FN keys on them. they are for that Dr_Willis: I see this example in the
docs hello sacarlson: thats the way to set the screens idle light i belive. check 'help' in the nvidia settings tool. I dont have it

installed here in xfce to check. sacarlson: Fn + some letter will do that xangua: I know in osX I can do it i have installed ubuntu
on a usb and i am trying to transfer files from another pc to ubuntu Dr_Willis: crizzy: I'm not sure the xfce version supports that
dwisha: you can copy the files from any usb to any other usb or flash dwisha: or you can do it with a network or samba dwisha:
but I think you can just use scp or ssh to copy them from any computer i am using a flash drive ohhh crizzy: i recall back in the
day when many laptops had one (usually fn) to toggle the screens that way. sacarlson: gnome has this fn+.. and it's default.. can't

remember it right now crizzy: I have never seen that key in linux crizzy: i recall back in the day when many laptops had one
(usually fn) to toggle the screens that way. sacarlson
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Limetorrents.. Oct 27 , 2018. Hip-hop. Hip-hop .. Author: Xfer Records Date: 27-10-18 18:33 Views: 2532 Description : Xfer
Records LFOTool is a powerful music editing tool that has everything you need. In addition to features such as multitrack
recording, playback, mixing, multitrack recording, overdubbing and filters, you can also edit samples and musical instruments.
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